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PKAD - Out of Calibration Report

The following is the short reader overview of the findings of our forensic investigation of the
printing and handling of the physical ballots for the 2020 General Election in Maricopa
County, Arizona.
81.44% of the total ballots printed were within the manufactured establish compliance
standards for being optimally read within the voting machines scanning and tally systems
10.53% of the total ballots which were printed within the minimal approved standard, which
is on the very edge of being a printing machine which needs immediate servicing. This
impacted 170,926 individual voters.
2.28% of the ballots were printed on ballot printing machines which were operationally out
of compliance and could be prone to read/scan errors. This impacted 45,422 individual
voters.
14.26% of the ballots were printed on ballot printing machines which exceeded the
maximum allowable out of calibrations on ballot printing machines which were not within
operational limits enough to be used in service and were produced on a ballot printing
machine which should be considered "so far out of compliance" to considered defective
in nature. This impacted 284,270 individual voters.
The 14.26% of the ballots mentioned above most likely would have required some sort of
adjudication by the vote tally systems due to their improper printing standards
Of particular note is these ballots (14.26%) were produced being well over 1000% out of
calibration which shows these ballot printing machines had possible never been serviced
since being put into operation by the county of Maricopa
Worth an additional mention, with adjustments in ballot counts for any undermined ballots,
we find this 14.26% "FAILURE" calibration rating to be in close congruence with the
number of times the voting systems recorded a ballot in need of either artificial
intelligence or human adjudication
Although this part of the report does not disclose the actual adjudication results, both out of
calibration printing and bled through ballots can artificially force adjudication of
ballots
100% of this lack of calibration is attributable to human mismanagement,
maladministration and lack of operational and compliance procedures which
would protect the integrity of the voters
329,692 individual voters were treated differently than all other
voters in the election. Each of these in an indication of
a 14th Amendment violation.

The following chart represents what an "average" Kinematic Calibration Ration for a batch of
ballots would look like data visualized. In this visual depiction only 298 individual ballots of
1737 ballots (a mere 17.15%) were printed to exact machine, historic and industry
standards - however, 100% of the ballots were within an acceptable calibration standard to
be considered within compliance.

The chart below data visualizes a batch of 384 individual ballots. Of these 384 ballots only 17
or 4.42% of the ballots were printed to exact machine, historic and industry standards.
Alarmingly, 85% of the ballots in this particular ballot batch are rated as failing any
compliance standards.

The next chart of ballots would be read as a batch of 1737 ballots processed, of which only
109 are printed to the exact machine, historic and industry standards. This is a standards
rate of only 6.275% and a very alarming 77% of the ballots failing all calibration and
printing standards.

Our PKAD-OoC (Out of Calibration Report) is designed to accurately measure if ballot
printing is managed to established industry standards and within acceptable compliance
standards.
All ballot printing specifications warn of complication due to misprinting and miscalibration
of ballots. The results of our forensic study of the 2020 General Election ballots printed for
Maricopa County, Arizona reveal serious issues in the printing, management, and
compliance of the ballots, especially at the county level.
Our PKAD OoC Report is used to detect the following:
Lack of professional standards
Lack of industry standard compliance
Lack of machine maintenance
Lack of administration oversight
Lack of ballot printing device certification
Increased potential for misread ballots
Increased potential for ballots requiring adjudication
Increased potential for scan/read/tally errors
Detecting the total number of unique printers used to print official ballots
INCLUDING: Detecting any "nonofficial" ballot printing machines which may have
introduced nefarious or illegal ballots into the election system, and, or;
Detecting the use of sub-contracted machines which are not normally used for
the official production of official ballots
The "non-equal" treatment of certain voters which were not afforded 14th
Amendment equal protection under the law unfettered access to ballots which
were printed to official standards and equal to that of other voters who voted in
the same election

Each rating Indica depicted on the data visualization charts represents both the rating of the
ballots' printing standards, but also represents a physical voter as if they are standing in a
polling location casting their ballot. Depicted in the shaded green hexagonal area is what is
considered to be within the standards and rules of an election. Any Indica located within
the green hexagonal area represents a voter who was afforded the opportunity to cast
their ballots within the proper standards, compliances, organization, administration, and
management of an official general election. Any Indica which appear outside the green
hexagonal area represents the individual voters who were not afforded the opportunity to
cast their ballot within all the approved standards by which elections are to be run.
Each voter which falls outside the designated green hexagonal area represents a voter who
was not treated to the same exact standards and assurances as the voters who fall within
the designated area. The further the voters geolocation on this chart drifts away from
exact center the changes increase exponentially their vote could be misread, mishandled
or forcefully adjudicated. 329,692 individual voters were treated differently than all other
voters in the election.

